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The US competition agencies – the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) – often share jurisdiction with sectoral regulators also charged with fostering competition, including the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), and several agencies that regulate financial institutions. This article highlights how this institutional structure – concurrent jurisdiction – helps protect competition through the lens of recent US experiences involving the communications industry.

I. THE ROLE OF POLITICS

In my experience, the FCC pays more attention than the antitrust agencies to political considerations. One window into why this occurs comes from comparing the FCC and FTC. These agencies have a similar formal structure: each is an independent agency with Commissioners from both political parties, and each has both rulemaking and adjudicative powers. Despite these similarities, the agencies have different internal atmospheres, with politics mattering more at the FCC. My sense is that there are two main reasons.

First, the FCC focuses on a single sector of the economy: communications. This focus puts the FCC in “repeated play” with providers of wireless, wireline, video distribution, and satellite services. In consequence, large communications firms like AT&T and Comcast devote substantial “Washington office” resources to monitoring FCC activities and interacting with agency officials, as well as engaging with other governmental actors in Congress and the Executive Branch that influence communications policy. By contrast, the antitrust agencies’ jurisdiction is economy-wide and, most firms, even large ones, tend to view their interactions with the competition agencies as episodic not routine. This difference means that, on average, the FCC confronts more concentrated interest groups, which tend to be able to organize politically (by solving collective action problems) more effectively than “diffuse” groups.

The second reason that the FCC seems more political than the FTC comes from differences in the nature of each agency’s work. The typical FTC matter is adjudicative, whether on the competition side of the house or the consumer protection side. Accordingly, the FTC is guided by judicial norms. Agency decisions are based on law and policy, not politics, and the agency describes itself as performing a law enforcement function. By contrast, the typical FCC matter is a rulemaking, which
is often a quasi-legislative activity. As a result, legislative norms guide at the FCC: the agency pays attention to the views of interested parties and groups (not just the arguments those parties proffer), and at times aims, at least in part, to work out an interest group bargain. These broad generalizations brush over much of the fine detail by which individual matters are decided at the two agencies, but they capture an important difference.

II. CAPTURE

The greater role of politics at the FCC does not necessarily mean that the agency’s performance is better or worse than that of the FTC. It may be sensible use of governmental resources, for example, for Congress in effect to delegate to an agency the identification and ratification of interest group bargains; under such circumstances, the agency itself would be performing as intended, and any concerns about agency outcomes would properly be attributable to the legislature, not the agency. As with legislation itself, though, there is no guarantee that outcomes based on interest group bargains will serve the public good – most obviously if some affected groups are systematically underrepresented in political processes, but even if all groups are at the table.

Still, single sector agencies like the FCC are often considered more prone to “capture” by regulated industries than generalist agencies with a broad cross-industry purview like the competition agencies. Agencies are described as “captured” when they appear to favor the interests of the regulated industries over public interest concerns like promoting competition. This charge has at times been leveled at the FCC. By contrast, when the FTC is criticized, it is generally not for capture but for other occasional failings, like lethargy, taking “cheap consents” or its general approach to antitrust.

Agency capture is largely not about direct political influence. If an agency makes a bad decision because it has little insulation when the affected industry complains to Congress, the problem is the capture of the legislature, not the capture of the agency. Capture is also not mainly the product of the “revolving door” (the movement of personnel between regulatory agencies and regulated firms, in both directions). In my experience, industry jobs go to agency veterans largely because they are seen as effective and have developed expertise, not because of the positions they took as agency officials. Moreover, the revolving door helps bring good people into agencies, both at the start of their careers, when they may value the option of leaving later, and later in their careers, when they can use skills and experience developed outside on behalf of the public interest.

My sense is that capture is a threat at the FCC mainly when the regulated industry can manage the agency’s information. When an industry speaks with one voice, and has privileged access to the relevant information, it can shape how the agency sees an issue. The FCC’s engineering and economic expertise in critically reviewing the information submitted by industry only goes so far without data. Moreover, the competition agencies typically obtain more infor-
mation using compulsory processes than the FCC obtains through voluntary submissions and routine data collection from regulated firms, particularly in a political environment in which the latter activity may be questioned as imposing unnecessary burdens on industry.

Many FCC decisions are not subject to biases resulting from information asymmetry. In 2011, when the FCC reviewed AT&T’s proposed acquisition of T-Mobile, it was in a strong position to avoid regulatory capture notwithstanding AT&T’s extensive lobbying effort: the concurrent DOJ review gave it access to the type of information that the antitrust agencies obtain through use of compulsory process, and the industry did not speak with one voice (as one major wireless provider expressed concerns about the acquisition). To the extent capture is nevertheless a concern with the FCC today, it could be addressed in part by expanding the range of information the FCC requires regulated firms to submit on a routine basis.

III. TAKING A LONG TERM PERSPECTIVE

In the U.S. system, sectoral regulators have an advantage over the competition agencies in protecting potential competition, particularly when dealing with fast-moving markets. It is difficult for the competition agencies to take a long term focus in their enforcement actions because the generalist district court judges they must convince rarely have prior industry expertise and may in consequence tend to view predictions about industry evolution as speculative. By contrast, the FCC is the fact-finder in its decisions and can bring more expertise and sustained attention to understanding industry evolution.

As a practical consequence, the FCC can take a longer view than the competition agencies. It has used that power to stop or impose conditions of some mergers that the Justice Department could not easily challenge because the firms involved were potential rivals rather than current competitors. The FCC stopped the 1997 merger talks between AT&T, then a long distance company, and SBC, a large local telephone service provider and regional Bell operating company. The FCC also imposed competition-related conditions on the 1997 merger between Bell Atlantic and NYNEX, two local telephone service providers in adjoining territories, when the Justice Department declined to sue. The Justice Department’s position on that matter was likely colored by the difficulty it would have faced in proving a potential competition case to a federal judge. Similarly, it likely would have been more difficult for the Justice Department to address potential competition issues involving online video distribution raised by the recent Comcast/NBCU transaction had the FCC not also been involved. Moreover, the FCC was better situated than an antitrust agency to address the long-term potential competition issues that were the subject of the FCC’s Open Internet (net neutrality) rules. The FCC rejected the alternative of relying solely on ex-post competition review, the approach that competition agencies would have taken, on the view that review after problems arise would be ineffective and too late.

I am not arguing that sectoral regulators are either more or less likely to make good
decisions than competition agencies. Rather, my point is that in the US system, the sectoral regulator is better able to act consistent with a long-term view of industry evolution. The two examples from 1997 involving telephone sector mergers show that doing so can be important when policy-makers seek to develop competitive markets in formerly regulated sectors. The Open Internet example distinguishes sectoral and competition agencies only if the latter decline to use rulemaking on competition matters. In short, as the FCC explained in a recent order, the FCC’s competitive analysis under its public interest standard is “somewhat broader” than competition review under the antitrust laws in that the FCC “considers whether a transaction will enhance, rather than merely preserve, existing competition,” and the FCC “often takes a more expansive view of potential and future competition” than the antitrust agencies in analyzing that issue.

IV. PURSUING MULTIPLE GOALS

The close cooperation between the FCC and DOJ in reviewing the Comcast/NBCU transaction, and the similarity in the remedies the two agencies adopted, points to another benefit of concurrent merger review by a competition enforcement agency alongside a sector-specific regulator: a type of “production efficiency” in generating governmental outcomes. Concurrent review can improve overall outcomes by allowing the two agencies to exploit their complementary strengths.

The FCC and the antitrust agencies approach merger review in different ways. One difference is in the allocation of the burden of proof: at the FCC, the merging firms must show that their deal is in the public interest, while the antitrust agencies must show harm to competition in federal court. Another is in how evidence is collected and tested: the FCC relies mainly on submissions from the parties and interested third parties in a rule-making record, while the antitrust agencies contact potential witnesses and use discovery tools like depositions to test evidence. Concurrent enforcement can enhance competition enforcement as a whole by drawing on the strengths of each agency.

One advantage of the FTC and DOJ lies in their focus: the Antitrust Division concentrates on competition issues only, and the FTC addresses only competition and consumer protection. Focus is beneficial because it is easier to make decisions when pursuing a single goal. But government is about pursuing multiple goals. Congress has asked the FCC to promote communications industry competition, but also to pursue non-competition public interest goals. These may include, for example, protecting consumers when the communications industry contains natural monopoly sectors, where competition will not succeed; preventing interference when allocating spectrum; assuring a diversity of information sources and voices; and subsidizing broadband access to customers that are very costly to serve.

Some critics of the FCC’s merger reviews find it unseemly that the FCC’s orders frequently address public interest issues that go beyond competition. Yet so long as sector regulators are instructed by Congress to pursue a broader range of goals,
of concerns, their merger orders will properly and necessarily include conditions related to non-competition goals. Under such circumstances, concurrent review ensures that competition concerns are not downplayed. For that reason, it is important to protect the antitrust focus of the competition agencies, either by housing that function in a separate agency (as with the FTC) or a separate division with practical independence (as with the Antitrust Division at DOJ). From this institutional perspective, the recent trend at the Supreme Court to award primary jurisdiction over competition issues to sector regulators, rather than embracing concurrent jurisdiction, is troubling.33

Concurrent jurisdiction requires cross-agency coordination. If coordination is much easier within agencies than across them, then a single agency pursuing multiple goals can achieve significant scope economies unavailable to multiple agencies. I do not believe that to be the case: in my experience, coordination across agencies can work well, and coordination within agencies can be difficult. During the first term of the Obama Administration, the FCC and DOJ worked together closely on a number of transaction reviews, including two high-profile ones: Comcast/NBCU and AT&T/T-Mobile. One reason for the cooperative relationship is that the FCC’s Chairman and the Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust selected senior staff who in many cases knew each other, and knew how the other agency worked. Another is that these merger reviews occurred close in time, so the agencies had recent experience working together on a complex transaction when the second merger came along. This anecdote shows that coordination can succeed, not that it invariably will. But the same is true about coordination within agencies, where different components may jockey for the ear of decision-makers, the lion’s share of the budget, and control of shared matters.

V. CONCLUSION

The recent US experience in the communications arena shows how the nation’s system of awarding concurrent jurisdiction on antitrust questions to sectoral regulators and competition agencies works to protect competition. That system is likely most effective when the communications regulatory has independent access to industry information to limit capture, when the communications regulator can take a long-term perspective, when the antitrust agency can focus on competition as its sole goal, and when senior appointments at the two agencies are made with coordination between them in mind.
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